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Patriotism is a
platitude by which a
spineless man can claim
to have a backbone.
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This work is intended as an
educational tool to serve all who
are or who have ever been the
victim of Republican stupidity, but
in particular, it was written for the
sake of those among their children,
who possessed conscience and
thus chose defiance, in the face of
right wing stupidity being shoved
down their throats. In forcing right
wing stupidity upon them, diminished
first, was the very purpose of
childhood, and, once grown, then
diminished life itself.
It is for these, among whom I
count myself, that I write these
words, because for their parents,
it is probably already far,
far too late to change.
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WARNING:
THIS BOOK
IS NOT
INTENDED
FOR THE
NARROW
MINDED!

IF YOU ARE

OFFENDED BY
REASON, DO NOT
TURN ANOTHER
PAGE, CLOSE THE
BOOK, DO NOT
OPEN IT AGAIN
UNTIL YOU ARE
RESPONSIBLE
ENOUGH,
AND STOP
READING
IMMEDIATELY!

BE ADVISED:
THIS BOOK IS NOT
INTENDED FOR
CHILDREN, THE
PERPETUALLY
FEARFUL, OR THE
HOPELESSLY
NARROW
MINDED!
FOR DISCIPLINED,
THINKING MINDS ONLY.

THIS IS
NOT A
NICE
STORY!!!

REMEMBER,
UNDERSTANDING
CANNOT BE
UNLEARNED!
THOUGH MISUNDERSTANDING,
MOST
FORTUNATELY,
CAN
(BE UNLEARNED)
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PURPOSE OF THIS BOOK
The purpose of this book is to showcase what the true values
of a Republican state actually are, by highlighting these
values, as they are expressed by Republicans in America. But,
Republican values are fundamentally the same, in any country
anywhere, that is, to indoctrinate others to want what they
want them to want. By showcasing the character of these
values, as they are expressed in America, they can be
appreciated for the actual impact that they have upon the real
world, both in America and everywhere else, as well as for the
far-reaching impact that they have had on this world after
decades of effort and work, successfully indoctrinating most
Americans to indoctrinate their own children and family, and
friends into this recent Republican culture, and to great effect.

Republican state - a world in which church and state are morphed into
a single incoherent nightmare, and from which there is no escape to any
other elsewhere, until either you, or the state, finally, at long last, die;

DEDICATION
This book is dedicated to all the victims of the cruel
policies of greedy, uncaring, sponsors and promoters
of Republican political movements, albeit under the
banner of another name, but in particular, those that
succeeded in America. This includes, especially, my
siblings, all younger, each of whom was the victim of
Republican stupidity. These chose defiance, instead of
submission to the right wing stupidity being shoved
down their throats daily, in childhood. This is, in great
part, why the author chooses to write about what he
does, and why his passion for doing so runs so deep,
and his efforts are so relentlessly tenacious, as they
are expressed in the bitterly harsh and what he hopes
are harmfully wounding words that he chooses to use
in his task. Each is true. He seeks to expose the frail
character of the treasonously destructive evil behind
the Republican veil, because that is exactly what it
deserves in our now scientifically enlightened, modern
world. Indeed it deserves much worse, because what
all of humankind itself deserves is something so much
more than petty, simple-minded, and always corrupt,
Republican stupidity. Namely, it deserves freedom from
enforced ignorance (this being how Republicans have
always been able to succeed at their primary business
of possessing and owning everything that they can,
especially the mind, because again, it is this that is
their very business: possession, ownership, and rule).

WHAT STUPIDITY BELIEVES

When stupidity thinks about
politics, it always thinks
Republican.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The Proof: Any Republican too stupid
to at least not yet claim to be an
exRepublican, will probably never be an
exRepublican, because his or her lack of
education, lack of ethics, and/or lack of
intellectual courage, simply do not allow
them to, because stupidity is their way.
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A Handbook for Thinking Republican

Republicans, especially
evangelicals, believe that voting
for someone to do your evil is not
paying them to do it for you, even
though that is exactly what it is.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Republicans think that backward,
sixteenth-century dreams (even though
they might erroneously imagine them
being nineteenth century dreams
instead) are not less civilized dreams.
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WHAT STUPIDITY BELIEVES

Republicans must either not
understand that voting Republican
destroys the environment and
civilization itself, or actually
understand that it does, and
deceitfully pretend that they don't.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Republicans do not understand that
freeing the wealthy to permanently pay
much less tax than everyone else does
ultimately bankrupts a nation, forever.
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A Handbook for Thinking Republican

Republicans definitely believe that
fewer people voting is a more
democratic democracy, all the
while knowing that it is a lie.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Republicans clearly believe that there is
nothing at all wrong with enjoying the
poverty or misfortune of others, any more
than Republicans believe that there is
anything at all wrong with celebrating the
disenfranchisement of others, or reveling in
the 'humanity' of their perpetual suffering.
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HOW TO ORDER
You can read the remaining twenty-six pages of
What Stupidity Believes (the bulk of the content) by
clicking on the appropriate link at either the
chongonation.org home page or
at the chongonation.org Library page and ordering
a copy for $6.95 (plus packaging and shipping).
To go directly to the link, you may use the address below and
paste it into the address bar to get to the purchase page.

http://www.chongonation.org/StupidityBelieves.htm

ALL BOOKS CURRENTLY IN
PRINT WRITTEN BY
CHONGO ARE LISTED
BELOW

...click on any book in
the list below to go to a
page with a link to an
on-line PDF version of
that book (if available)
or a summary of its
contents, and how to
purchase it. Each of
those listed is available
for on-line purchase at
www.chongonation.org.
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